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A NEW HIGH IN THE

LOW COUNTRY

As part of our
by KEITH
long-term growth
strategy, the
Executive Team identified the Coastal and Inland
areas of South Carolina, Georgia, and Northern
Florida as an opportunity to further expand
operations. We have completed several projects in
these areas over the years and assessed the need
to enhance our core services support level. In order
to serve clients in a greater way, we have secured a
property to build a Low Country Operations Center.
We recently closed on 34 acres of property within

the Venture Park
of Colleton County
located along
Industrial Road in Walterboro, South Carolina. This
property presents an exceptional location for our
vitally important support services. We will begin by
building an industrial building with multi-purpose
uses which will include an equipment maintenance
shop and a substantial warehouse for Preferred
Construction Supply. Additionally, the building will
contain a large fabrication shop with an overhead
crane. In this shop our Industrial Services group can
prefabricate many of their components and our
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LOW COUNTRY CONTINUED

structural group can shop build the formwork products to ship to
our projects for final erection. We also are planning a separate office
building, equal in quality to our home office, to serve as our Project
Management and Sales Location for the region as well as our Human
Resource Recruitment and Training Center.
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Colleton County
and the city
of Walterboro
have been
exceptionally
supportive of our
desire to locate
within their newly
formed Business
Park. A special thank
you seems especially
appropriate for both
Heyward Horton and
Kevin Griffin of Colleton
County Economic
Alliance. Both gentlemen
worked extensively to make our choice of locations appear to
be the right one for us. With their help and help from the South
Carolina governmental leadership, we were successful in obtaining
special workforce training grants, in support of our construction
craft training programs, as well as assistance with the needed
infrastructure improvements to serve their business park.

Wayne Brothers
Expands Operations into
the Low Country
After many months of site searches and regional visits we now are
ready to put into motion the project planning necessary to build out
this operations center over the course of the next twelve to sixteen
months. Already we have employees, both management and field
support, that have exhibited a desire to live in this beautiful part
of South Carolina. Our leadership team lead by Wesley Douglas,
Charlie Martin and Jamey Sillanpaa along with many great craft
and supervisory employees have been living and working here for
years. These valued teammates along with many new hires from the
surrounding area will have the opportunity to assist us with growing
out our service offerings to the industrial and commercial building
clients of the region.
We look forward to building a corporate business presence and
civic responsible company in this area that we all can be proud to
call ours. We know our clients and the residents of the Low Country
Region will benefit greatly from our investment into the area.

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
by CHAD B. HENSLEY, P.E.
utilizing the combination of engineering design and
enhanced expertise in construction operations.

Wayne Brothers Holdings is proud to announce
our newest acquisition and service offering. In an
effort to achieve our ultimate goal “To become the
#1 Construction Services Team,” Wayne Brothers
Holdings has acquired Southern Engineering
Company.

In 1919, Southern Engineering Company (SEC)
was founded by Leslie Graham Berry in Charlotte,
NC. SEC provided engineering design and steel
fabrication for projects scattered throughout
the Southeast region of the United States until
2009 when it ceased operations. Jim Buck, a
licensed engineer and resident of Chapel Hill, NC
purchased the company, administratively revived
it, and changed its name. In February 2020,
Wayne Brothers Holdings purchased the company
and restored the name to Southern Engineering
Company in honor of its rich heritage.

Southern Engineering Company will supply
engineering design services that complement our
construction operations including soil improvement,
soil retention, deep foundation, and equipment
foundation design among other geotechnical and
structural specialties. It is our mission to provide
extraordinary value to our industry clients by

The addition of Southern Engineering Company
will allow Wayne Brothers, Inc. and Wayne Brothers
Process Integration to provide convenient,
responsive, cost effective solutions to our client’s
needs. We are committed to raising the bar for
service in our industry in pursuit of our ultimate
goal.

CIVIL GROUP
by JIM RHODES

Wayne Brothers continues to seek out new
ways to better serve our clients. As sites get
tighter and subsurface conditions continue to
be challenging, Wayne Brothers has furthered
its abilities to offer expanded turnkey services
related to site work and concrete scopes.
The latest evolution of this service line
expansion includes Geotechnical Construction.
Wayne Brothers is now capable of designing
and installing deep foundations, ground
improvements, and earth retention systems for
a wide range of projects.
The goal of this strategic growth is to offer our
clients a truly integrated project experience
and value engineering services that increase
value and reduce risk. Cameron Day, P.E., will
be leading this effort for Wayne Brothers as we
look forward to better serving our clients.

CONCRETE GROUP
by ISAIAH WAYNE

Wayne Brothers has been awarded the Site/Civil
and Concrete scopes of work for the American
Legion Memorial Stadium in Charlotte, North
Carolina. This $35M renovation will be home to the
Charlotte Independence professional soccer team
of the United Soccer League. The new American
Legion Memorial Stadium has the promise to be one
of the best soccer specific stadiums in the country.
Located on the edge of uptown Charlotte, the
stadium will be able to host concerts, community
events, high school football and other sports and
entertainment options. The Stadium’s seating
capacity for games is 9,400 seats and 18,500 for
concerts.

Construction began early January and is expected
to be complete October/November of 2020. We are
working with General Contractors Barton Malow and
Edifice. Civil/utility scopes include excavation, CIP
culvert for storm water management, site utilities,
paving and Hardscapes. Concrete scope includes
foundations, seating bowl, CIP retaining walls and
elevator towers, concourse paving, and numerous
decorative concrete walls, sidewalks and hardscape.
This is a very exciting project close to home. We
appreciate the opportunity to work with Barton
Malow/Edifice and Design Team once again on an
exciting venue!

INDUSTRIAL GROUP
by BOBBY PHILLIPS
The Industrial team has put in the work and the
numbers show it. The Process Integration group
alone has increased revenue 90% over the previous
year. To support this business and additional growth,
we have added two Project Engineers, David
Clark and Patrick Croghan, along with Gerald Lee,
Supervisor. One key aspect of our growth is the
partnerships we continually develop with FritoLay, Niagara, Lotus, Dole and our newest client Dr.
Pepper.
The Concrete and Equipment Rigging teams are also
seeing considerable growth considering the volume
of work from the previous year. The growth from last
year is projected to be around 15% with even greater
growth projected into the next fiscal year. As the
growth curve progresses, we will be looking to add
additional staff. We have also attributed the growth

to repeat business. Procuring repeat business is the
greatest compliment and testimony to the work our
men and women are doing every day.
In April, the Process Integration team along with
the Concrete and Equipment Rigging team will be
under on roof. They will be in the new building in
the Concrescere Business Park where Headquarters
is also located. Opportunities across all teams
have remained steady as has the hit ratio. We are
optimistic given the current world events.

HUMAN RESOURCES
by LINDA LEMAR
After many months of evaluating Human Resource Management
platforms, we have selected The Viewpoint Vista HRM suite
of software tools. This software represents a consolidation of
manual or third-party processes, currently being used, into an
integrated solution centered on our existing Viewpoint database.
Employees will have access to a mobile-friendly internet portal
that will provide frequently requested information, including
easier access to paystubs and benefit information, and a
simple and intuitive system for requesting PTO. Employees and
managers will both benefit from a streamlined performance
review process and improved access to both career path
information and training resources.
For the HR department, the goals of the software deployment
include greater control over workflows and improved efficiency,
particularly in applicant tracking and new hire onboarding,
and tighter integration of the entire employee lifecycle from
application to offboarding, with data being entered once
rather than re-entered multiple times. This project also gives
the department the opportunity to leverage their knowledge
and mastery of their areas of expertise to craft a process that
is supported by technology. Our hope is that this peoplefirst approach will result in an empowered workforce, quicker
apply-to-hire turnaround times, increased job satisfaction, and
improved communication between HR and their most important
customers – our workforce.

SAFETY
by JASON SISK
Wayne Brothers is diligently monitoring the effects
of the Coronavirus (COVID-19). Reports indicate
that the virus is not particularly harmful to younger
people (below age 60) who are otherwise healthy.
However, the virus is very contagious—more so
than seasonal influenza—and can be transmitted
by people who show no symptoms. Therefore,
containing the virus from spreading may be
challenging for the foreseeable future. With these
facts in mind Wayne Brothers has put multiple
strategies in place to maintain business continuity
while mitigating the impact of this virus to our
employees, clients, subcontractors, vendors and
communities.
Currently, we are not planning to postpone or halt
any existing or future projects unless a threat or
perceived threat becomes known. Our suppliers and
subcontractors all plan to continue servicing our
needs. We’re not having any issues with procuring

materials
and renting
equipment
for our
projects at
this time. We
have purchased
most of the items
needed for upcoming
tasks in advance to avoid
possible delays in the future. In
addition to putting material guidelines in place we
have also put safety guidelines in place to enable
our team members to continue to conduct business
safely. We anticipate that this plan will evolve as the
situation changes and plan to act accordingly.
We will continue to monitor the outbreak and
will notify our Team Members and clients of any
changes.

TRAINING
by JILIANA DULANEY
Since December 2019, the Training Team has
delivered over 2,140 hours of instruction to our
employees in the field. Twenty-four employees
have nearly completed the NCCER (National
Center for Construction Education & Research)
Core Curriculum at both our Summerville and
Headquarter offices, with only the second handson portion of our Intro to Power Tools class
remaining. Tom Champlin continues to deliver
the NCCER Heavy Equipment Operator I classes
with the Building Group and had just started the
HEO II classes back up before Covid-19 impacted
our training efforts. Once we return to our normal
routines, we will be looking to restart the Core
Curriculum program and fill the 24 slots we have
available. If you would like to be included in this next
round of classes, please speak to your Foreman and
Superintendent.
In addition to the Core classes, the Training Team
is building out the curriculum for our Foreman
Training, using the NCCER Project Supervision
books. This will include participant guides that our

foreman will be completing during their time in the
class. We feel that it is important to help guide our
leadership to becoming the best they can be. If you
are a foreman and you want to be included in the
first group, please let your Superintendent know.
Our hope is to implement these classes within 1-2
months after returning to our normal schedules.
Finally, we are working towards implementing a
more hands-on approach to our in-person training
sessions by using the training grounds to teach
our teams critical skills. If there is a type of training
that your group needs or would benefit from,
please reach out to Jiliana Dulaney at (704)4372544 / jiliana.dulaney@waynebrothers.com or John
Ashworth at (704)361-9780 / john.ashworth@
waynebrothers.com and we will put together a
training plan for your group.

ASSET MANAGEMENT
by ALAN GOODMAN
God blessed me with a wonderful opportunity to
join Wayne Brothers just over 12 years ago.
My original role was to develop the Concrescere
Corporate Park, assist with Park Creek and any other
real estate ventures. As the economy screeched
to a halt in 2008 / 2009, my role shifted to Asset
Manager where I became responsible for all the
company owned assets.
Over the years, the Asset group grew from seven
people to twenty-nine full-time and two part-time
employees. Our fleet of on-road vehicles grew
from around 40 to 136 and our yellow iron fleet
grew from around 20 pieces to 94. Additionally,
we developed a construction materials distribution
center / sales organization which sold $4.5 million
to our jobs and external customers last year.
As I reflect on the past, I am very proud of the
top-quality people that joined our group and the
personal development / growth they have worked
to attain.
I have also been blessed with the opportunity to
develop strong relationships / friendships with the
people who represent our vendors. Building these
relationships has been a joy.
Keith believes in being involved in the community.
From day one, he has been a strong advocate
of my involvement in civic organizations such as
Rotary, Cabarrus Regional Chamber of Commerce,

Northeast Medical Foundation, etc. These
organizations, along with my affiliation with Connect
Christian Church, have proven to be beneficial
to the company. The opportunity to serve while
representing WBC has connected me with many
community and civic leaders. These connections
helped facilitate strategic partnerships, find top
quality employees and bring new business and topnotch vendors to WB.
After 47 years in the workplace and being on the
job daily, I must say it was very different being in
a work-at-home mode for the last 8 days of my
career!!
As I leave full-time employment (I am not fond of
the word retirement!!) on March 31, I will continue
to work part-time with our facilities maintenance
group and serve as the owner rep on a couple
development projects.
With the free time I gain, Gwynn and I will seek
opportunities to serve and encourage others.
We also plan to spend cherished time with our
grandchildren, exercise regularly and focus on
developing our rental investments.
My heartfelt thanks to everyone who has supported
me and given their all. I am especially grateful for
the friendships which have developed over the
years.
May God bless each of you always and in all ways.

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT CORNER
by ASHLEY HUSCIO

The progress towards becoming a Lean Specialty
Contractor has gained substantial momentum over
the last two months. A group of individuals, called
the Lean Braintrust Team, has been assembled
from multiple disciplines across the company
ranging from Training, Marketing, Foreman, Craft,
Superintendent, Safety, Project Engineer and
Quality. This crosscut of disciplines allows for
dynamic ideas and perspectives to be discussed.
There are three main areas of focus that are being
implemented: Culture (through education and
information dissemination), Equipment Utilization,
and Human Capacity.
The first order of business is culture. This is the
foundation for success! We are going directly to
the field to get this culture built. We selected three
jobsites to begin the rollout. During the morning
huddle multiple people from the Lean Braintrust
team talk with employees about Lean. Each time
we go out to a jobsite we share a little more
information about Lean and elements of the Lean
Business Plan. We want to be transparent with
everyone about where we are going, what they can
expect, what we need from them, how this benefits
them, and a realistic timeline to achieve these goals.
Wayne Brothers has a deep bench of highly

skilled, motivated employees and based on the
adoption bell curve (pictured below) we are now
phasing in Early Adopters. Our experience with
the characteristics of Early Adopters matches
the research on this subject. Specifically, Early
Adopters at Wayne Brothers tend to have these
characteristics: visionaries, efficient minded,
enthusiastic, embrace change opportunities, aware
of the need to change, and solution oriented. These
Early Adopters are being identified while we visit
the various jobsites. To identify an Early Adopter
look for an orange sticker on a hard hat with the
hashtag #TeamLean.
We will be systematically rolling this out across the
company throughout the next year. Stay tuned.

W E L C O M E T O T H E W B FA M I LY

Jonathan Seaford
and his wife Chelsea
welcomed daughter,
Navi Raeann
Josh Byers
and his wife, Avery
welcomed another son,
Grayson Matthew

Daniel and Jessica Wayne
welcomed daughter,
Abigail Katherine

Michelle Our’s
Daughter, Son-in-law and
Grandson welcomed
a little girl,
Charlotte Olivia

Deon Brown
welcomed baby
Deonna Aubrey Brown
William Braden and his wife
welcomed daughter,
Nancy “Ruth”

E XC E E D I N G E X P E C TAT I O N S
Every day Wayne Brothers employees exceed expectations. Here are some of their stories.

Lisa stayed at the office till 10 pm the night before
the shelter-in-place order went into effect in order
to print out and organize the appropriate paperwork
for our team members that were working on
essential infrastructure projects. Thanks so much
Lisa Webster!!! – Jim Rhodes

Chuck Weiss was extremely helpful in getting a time
lapse camera set up at Memorial Stadium. He made
sure the camera was set up perfectly.
– Ashley Huscio

A crew was performing a road cut. A lane closure
was in effect and Kaleb Denton was an acting
Flagman in this operation. A vehicle approached
the lane closure traveling too fast for conditions
and attempted to bypass Kaleb, ignoring the STOP
paddle deployed by Kaleb however; Kaleb stopped
the vehicle and explained to the driver why the
lane closure existed and that his teammates were
working in the road. The driver did listen and adhere
to Kaleb’s instructions. Later that day, the driver
returned and presented Kaleb with a gift. The driver
admitted he was late, in a hurry, was driving too
fast, and he apologized to Kaleb and complimented
him on a job well done. Good work Kaleb and thank
you for setting a good example for others to follow.
Congratulations!!!! – Jeff Howell

Kudos and many thanks to Jason Wade for
loading and hauling dirt for me. His customer
service focus showcases our mantra of
“Building Together in Pursuit of Excellence.”
– Shannon Sapp

I would like to send a kudos to Danny Troutman. I
attended a career fair at East Meck High and was not
as prepared as I would have liked to be for “Putting
tools in Schools”. When I approached Danny about
the Butler High Career fair, he agreed to help without
having to give it a second thought. Danny showed
up and showed out. He brought a rebar station with
2 safety belts that had wire reels attached and he
also brought a wood station for the kids to drill in/
out screws and run nails and pull out with a claw
hammer. The kids where very interested and wanted
to participate. I even learned a thing or two! Thanks
Danny for all that you do! - Shawntel Brown

Have one you would like to submit?
Email Ashley.huscio@waynebrothers.com

Thanks to the Safety Division for helping with
New Hire Orientation. -Billy Honeycutt

I was visiting a jobsite going through the job’s silica
mitigation products. It so happened to be a day
when the employees were receiving a company
supplied lunch. I watched as Terrie Simone gave out
plates, napkins, silverware, etc. to all the guys in line.
She made sure that everyone had what they needed
and didn’t serve herself until the very last. Terrie
showed a level of selflessness that you don’t often
see now a days. It made an impression on me and
encouraged me to be better. Thanks Terrie for your
willingness to uphold our company Core Values! You
are Awesome!! – Josh McKnight

Thanks to Karl Knight for being flexible and working
with the hectic schedules last week to fit my truck in
for service. Also really appreciate you washing my
truck for me before I picked it back up!
– John Suther

A Big Shout Out to Michelle Smith for taking
on extra duties in helping us keep a clean and
sanitary work place! I love the innovation with
the wipes on the vacuum!! – Lisa Webster

EVENTS

WCU Career Fair

Keith Wayne addressing new
hire orientation

Atrium Health Ballpark
Naming Ceremony

Jason Sisk, Wayne Brothers’ Safety Director, was
nominated and voted in as the Vice Chair of the
Carolinas’ AGC Safety Committee. Jason also earned
his Associate Safety Professional (ASP) designation.

CONGRATULATIONS JASON!!

Congratulations Derek Roth
on becoming a U.S. Citizen!

Keith Wayne and John
Ashworth passing out hams
to all employees for Christmas

Civil crew hard at work on the
HQ campus
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FOLLOW US
Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/user/
WayneBrothers

Twitter:
https://twitter.com/Wayne_Brothers

LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/company/
wayne-brothers-companies

Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/
waynebrotherscompanies

Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/
waynebrotherscompanies
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